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Abstract. A main objective of Human Resources (HR) profession-
als is to suggest relevant job opportunities to people seeking change.
This requires they identify key features in thousands of badly en-
titled, loosely-defined and often long job descriptions to compare
job offers. However, an ever-increasing number of profiles and many
similar-looking job opportunities combined with a quickly evolving
job market make this task significantly harder and require advanced
automatic tools.

In this work, we tackle these problems by building a job embed-
ding space called job2vec and a title predictor from a description.
To do so, we propose the first Job-Oriented Asymmetrical Pairing
System, JOAPS which on one hand uses a title encoder to create the
job2vec and on the other hand uses a description encoder to predict
a job title from a job description. The JOAPS architecture is based
on two different sub-neural networks connected at their outputs us-
ing a novel weighted ranking pairwise loss, that we named Weighted
On-the-fly Chunk Ranking (WOCR) loss, to back-propagate simul-
taneously to both sub-networks.

First, we compare the job2vec built by JOAPS to a word2vec-
based job2vec. Then we compare the JOAPS description encoder to
a Sequence to Sequence baseline model. Our experiments show that
JOAPS job2vec incorpore HR key features, whereas word2vec-based
job2vec only combines features extracted from job title words. Thus
JOAPS job2vec has more suitable properties to compare jobs, even
with never-seen-before job titles. Futhermore, we show that JOAPS
description encoder outperforms the Seq2Seq baseline method in ti-
tle prediction.

1 Introduction

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) can model complex data by
learning and combining higher-level features made of a combination
of lower-level features. Such neural networks have historically been
used for computer vision where their ability to detect simple features
and combine them into more complex patterns is a useful property
for image recognition [22, 24, 33]. The ability of CNNs to extract
latent structures can also be applied to textual data: just as a CNN
can capture features in images, it can extract and combine features
about each word of a document [23]. This approach has produced
strong results in various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks
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such as part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition or sentence
classification [10, 11, 21, 23, 39].

In NLP, sentences can also be modelled as temporal sequences of
words. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architectures [14, 19, 29]
are well fitted for such sequences. The main ability of a RNN is to
capture essential information along sequences using previous infor-
mation. RNNs have been very successful in many NLP tasks such
as speech recognition, text generation and recently machine transla-
tion [15, 16, 25, 34, 35].

Word representation is a major research topic as words are
the main input of NLP tasks. First processed as discrete atomic
symbols, they have been later modeled as vectors, called word
embeddings [6, 28, 30, 32], which have the ability to store useful
linguistic and semantic information. As semantically-related words
map to similar vectors, a well-built vector space can improve the
performance and generalization abilities of downstream tasks [5, 11].

In our application domain, Human Resources (HR) profession-
als suggest job opportunities to employees looking for new chal-
lenges. They build relationships between jobs and profiles by look-
ing at HR key features such as skills, activities, industries, tools
or experience levels. However, considering the very large number
of profiles on one side and the massive, quickly evolving job mar-
ket on the other side makes this task significantly harder. Machine
learning and NLP techniques provide new tools to tackle this chal-
lenge [3, 13, 20, 27, 40, 41, 42]. One of the main tasks in HR is to
compare an employee’s career with a job opportunity so as to know
if the opportunity fits the employee. HR professionals compare an
employee’s career with a job opportunity by looking into the em-
ployee’s experiences and match HR key features extracted from both
experiences and opportunity descriptions. With some experience, HR
professionals carry out this task by first - and even only - looking into
the job titles without reading their descriptions.

To reproduce this behaviour, we aim to build a vector space that
embeds jobs not only with contextual meaning but also upon key
features similar to the ones defined by HR professionals. This job
embedding space, called job2vec, allows us to tackle the challenge
of comparing experiences of an employee with a job title. [3, 40] al-
ready investigate on building a job embedding space. Another chal-
lenge is that job opportunities or experiences can have meaningless
titles or no title at all. Therefore, we also need to train a predictor that
could suggest a job title from a job description.

Both challenges are restricted by production constraints that are: a
limited amount of RAM, no use of GPU because of prohibitive long
term costs and the need to process client data rapidly. As written
above, jobs are evolving quickly, new jobs including new descrip-
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tions are often created, therefore the model needs to be updated fre-
quently; large language models like BERT [12] are then not suitable.

In this paper, we describe a new architecture called Job
Oriented Asymmetrical Pairing System (JOAPS) inspired by
#TagSpace [37, 38] for the purpose of jointly creating a job2vec
and a title predictor.

JOAPS is built on two asymmetrical sub-neural networks which
can be seen as a Siamese Neural Network [8] with two different
sub-networks. We designed the first sub-network as a job title en-
coder and the second as a job descriptions encoder. The two sub-
neural networks are connected at their outputs by a novel weigthed
pairwise ranking loss [36], the Weighted On-the-fly Chunk Ranking
(WOCR) loss. This loss is used to optimize simultaneously the two
sub-networks.

Using HR professionals evaluation, we show that job2vec from
JOAPS is more consistent in terms of HR key features than a job2vec
based on word2vec. We also show that JOAPS outperforms a Se-
quence to Sequence (Seq2Seq) baseline to predict a title from its de-
scription. We point out that JOAPS focuses on HR components in
a description that are useful to predict title. Finally, JOAPS has less
parameters and processes data faster than a Seq2Seq baseline.

In the following, section 2 defines the architecture of JOAPS by
detailing the title and description encoders along with the WOCR
loss. In Section 3, we introduce our dataset containing French job
opportunities and formalize the evaluation setup. Finally, Section 4
reports experimental results.

2 JOAPS: Job Oriented Asymmetrical Pairing
System

In this section we describe the architecture of JOAPS and present the
novel weighted pairwise ranking loss.

2.1 JOAPS System Architecture
As preprocessing, We split each title t and then pad them to length
m = max

t
(length(t)). We embed each word of t a word2vec,

namedWin, pre-trained on large HR dataset (more than 16M profiles
and offers), containing more than 1.4 million words in its vocabulary.
Win output a matrix of size m × e with e being the vector size of
Win. We apply the same process to the descriptions d with padding
length n = max

d
(length(d)). The architecture of JOAPS is built on

two asymmetrical sub-networks, as shown in Figure 1.
The first sub-network, the title encoder, is based on a bidirectional

recurrent neural network with a Gated Recurrent Unit [9, 17, 29, 35].
The RNN encodes each phrase (word by word) into a vector of size
h.

The second sub-network is the description encoder: it encodes
words from a job description into a vector using a CNN [11]. The
use of a CNN ensures a fast processing [1] to extract HR key feat
ures such as skills, activities, industries, tools or experience levels
within a job description. The architecture of the description encoder
is described in figure 2.

The n × e matrix is fed to the description encoder consisting of
a 1-D convolutional layer of f filters with filters size of s words.
The CNN outputs a n × f matrix. We then apply tangent activa-
tion and max-pooling over each filter [11] to output a vector of size
f . At the end, a fully connected layer outputs an encoded vector of
size h. Finally, we use a novel weighted pairwise ranking loss, called
WOCR loss for Weighted On-the-fly Chunck Ranking loss, between
the two output vectors to jointly optimize both encoders. Which is
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Figure 1: JOAPS training architecture.

explained in the next subsection. Once training is complete, we cre-
ate job2vec by encoding job titles through the title encoder. Our ar-
chitecture allows us to process job titles never seen before (during
training), which is a must in a field where new jobs are constantly
being created.

2.2 Weighted On-the-fly Chunck Ranking Loss
We use a novel weighted pairwise ranking loss to jointly back-
propagate in both sub-networks [36]. Such a weighted ranking loss is
particularly useful in the construction of ranked space in information
retrieval tasks.

A weighted ranking pairwise optimization works as follow. Let D
be the set of inputs and T the set of labels. Given an input d ∈ D
and its unique true label t ∈ T , letNt be the set of negatives label of
t (thus Nt ⊂ T \ {t}). Let dist be a distance function. To compute
a ranking pairwise loss L for a couple of description and title (d, t),
we look for negatives tj ∈ Nt that are ranked higher than t and refer
to them as violating negatives vj i.e when equation (1) is satisfied :

dist(d, tj) < dist(d, t) (1)

The model is fully trained when it is impossible to find any violating
negative for each couple (d, t) ∈ D × T . When there are still some
violating negatives, we compute the ranking pairwise loss as follows:

L(d, t, tj) = dist(d, t)− dist(d, vj) (2)

To speed up convergence, one usually uses weighted ranking
loss [36]. It features a weight ω that differs among applications.

L(d, t, tj) = ω (dist(d, t)− dist(d, vj)) (3)

As it is, the ranking pairwise loss is time consuming. Indeed for
each couple (d, t) ∈ D×T , we need to compute equation 2 for each
negative tj and then retropropagate for each violating negatives vj .

Weston et al. suggest an optimisation of the weighted pairwise
ranking loss to speed up the training in order to correctly rank hash-
tags for descriptions. They call their loss the Weighted Approximate-
Rank Pairwise (WARP) loss [37, 38]. For weighted ranking loss, as
training progresses and the model is tuned, each description needs
more and more negatives in order to find a violating negative and then
trigger a backpropagation. This makes each iteration longer than the
previous one. Therefore, they suppose that the violating negatives are
equally distributed among the negatives and propose an approxima-
tion where they stop browsing when the first violating negative vj is
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Figure 2: Architecture of the Description Encoder.

found at rank j (equation 1). They compute the weight ω =
∑r

i=1
1
i

with r =
[
k
j

]
where k = Card(Nt) is the number of negatives and

j is the rank of vj . In order to be more restrictive, they add a margin
µ in the search for the first violating negative:

L(d, t, vj) =

r∑
i=1

1

i
max (l, 0)

l = dist(d, t)− dist(d, vj)− µ
(4)

To parallelized the WARP loss over description d on a batch b
with size 2p (with p ≥ 1), it requires to keep a batch of 2p couples of
encoded descriptions and titles but also 2p × k samples of encoded
negatives tj ∈ Nt and finally retropropagate 2p times for each (d, t).
Not to have to search among too many negatives, the size k of Nt is
set to 1000.

In this work, we propose a novel weighted pairwise ranking loss
called Weighted On-the-fly Chunk Ranking (WOCR) loss. The main
idea of our WOCR loss is to set the ensemble of negatives Nt to be
an adaptative chunk during training.

For a batch b of encoded descriptions and titles (d, t), we set the
chunck Nt to be all the job titles in the batch. Then, we count all vi-
olating negatives vj in the chunk of negativesNt. We retropropagate
on each (d, t, vj) with ω as the piecewise ratio of violating negatives.

L(d, t, tj) = ω (dist(d, t)− dist(d, tj))

ω =

∑
Nt

I (dist(d, t) > dist(d, tj))

2p

(5)

It is worth noticing that ω will differ for each couple (d, t) in batch
b. I(·) is the characteristic function. In practice, we need to keep a
batch b of couple of encoded descriptions and titles (d, t), 2p encoded
job titles and retropropate a maximum of 2p × (2p − 1) times. Nev-
ertheless, this loss is constrained by the batch size. Thus, we adjust
batch size b = 2p on the fly. If the ratio of violating negatives is not
high enough, we increase b = 2p+1; if there are too many violating
negatives, we decrease b = 2p−1. It should be noted that when the
model converges, b increases. A summary of the differences between
the WARP loss and the WOCR loss is given in Table 1.

We have tested both losses on a set of (d, t) ∈ D × T with
Card(D) = 500 000 and then computed an average time per couple.
The WARP loss was five times longer than the WOCR loss (times

are reported in Table 1). We found absolutely no result differences
between the models produced by the two losses. The difference be-
tween both losses is mainly a significant difference in convergence
time: WARP loss is basically not tractable on commodity servers.
Thus, we choose the WOCR loss as the weighted ranking loss for
our ranking optimization.

WARP WOCR
Weight Approximate rank of vj Ratio of vj
Stop browsing negatives First Never
Number of negatives 1000 8 to 256
Mean time per couple 0.1s 0.02s

Table 1: Differences between WARP loss and WOCR loss.

3 Dataset and Experimental Setup

3.1 Dataset

We use a private dataset of job offers as input training for the model.
Each job offer is a (title, description) pair. In this real life dataset,
different descriptions can have the same title. We apply linguistic
preprocessing techniques such as lemmatisation, POS tagging and
stop words removal using the library SpaCy version 2.0.11 [18]. To
reduce noise introduced by under-represented tokens in the word em-
bedding space, we discard words that appear less than 10 times. It is
worth noticing that the job offers dataset follows the Zipf law: few
job titles appear frequently and most of the titles appear only few
times. Therefore, discarding non frequent words allows to reduce non
frequent titles by re-adjusting them on a more commun form. After
this preprocessing, we split the dataset into training and evaluation.

Table 2 summarizes various information about the datasets.

Training Evaluation
Offers 500 000 60 000
Titles 124 056 25 463
Longest description 343 337
Longest title 13 11

Table 2: Datasets summary. This table displays the number of unique
items found in the corresponding dataset.
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3.2 Experimental setup
The word2vec-based job2vec is built using Win. To obtain a job title
vector t, we sum all of its word vector wi.

t =
∑
i

wi

The baseline title predictor method consist of a Seq2Seq model
with 256 Gated Reccurent Unit and Bahdanau attention [4, 26, 35].
It takes an embedded job description as input and outputs a sequence
of word index probabilities.

We train the Seq2Seq model to retrieve the right job title with
teacher forcing method. We use cross-entropy loss to optimize in-
dex generation. To keep consistency in the comparison, we apply
the same preprocessed data and train it on the same machine as
JOAPS. In the remainder of this section, we detail hyper-parameters
of JOAPS and Seq2Seq baseline method. Win embedding size is set
to 300, i.e., e = 300. The convolutional layer of the description en-
coder has filter size of 3 words, 4 words and 5 words with 100 filters
each i.e., f = 300 and s = 3, 4, 5, striding word by word. The
number of units in the last dense layer is set to 100 i.e., h = 100.
The title encoder outputs must also match the output of the descrip-
tion encoder, thus we choose a GRU RNN with 100 units. The total
number of trainable parameters in JOAPS is 508 800. The WARP
loss margin µ is set to 0.1. To keep the number of possible violating
negatives reasonable, batchsize starts at b = 8 (56 maximum violat-
ing negatives) and is capped at 128 (16 256 maximum of violating
negatives). We choose to increase the size of the batch when the ra-
tio of violating negatives is under 0.2 and to decrease it when the
ratio of violating negatives is over 0.8. We programm JOAPS and
the Seq2Seq baseline method under TensorFlow [2] running on 40
CPUs with 157 Gb RAM. It allows to follow production constraints
even for training, which is aligned to our production and industrial
constraints in this ever-evolving domain.

3.3 Evaluation tasks
The evaluation of JOAPS is performed on two tasks: job title nearest
neighbours and title prediction.

Job title nearest neighbours task. We first evaluate the scenario
where HR professionals create opportunities with job titles. The ob-
jective is to suggest related jobs based on a job title query: for a per-
son targeting a job, what are the jobs which can be opportunities for
him/her. This requires to correctly structure the job titles embedding
space.

For this task, we extract from the evaluation dataset job titles never
seen during the training phase. We randomly sample 100 job titles for
evaluation. For each of these 100 job titles, we asked a pool of 10 HR
professionals to evaluate the 10 closest neighbours of both job2vec
spaces, using the cosine distance as the similarity measure. This qual-
itative evaluation is done as follows: we display job titles with their
closest neighbours using principal component analysis (PCA) with
two components on two sides: one side for JOAPS and the other for
word2vec, where sides are randomly swapped. We ask the HR pro-
fessionals to choose the best PCA among left, right, both, or none.

Title prediction task. The second task consists of predicting a job
title given a job description. This corresponds to the task where a HR
professionnal must label a job opportunity with a consistent job title.
For this task, the number of unique job titles (the job title vocabulary)

is made of all unique job titles from the testing dataset (25 463 job
titles). The test set for this task is composed of 60 000 never-seen-
before job descriptions.

In order to evaluate the prediction made, we proceed as follows.
We encode a job description with the description encoder and look
for the 10 closest vectors in job2vec, using the cosine distance as
the similarity measure. We then check if the corresponding job title
belongs to the Top#1, Top#5 and Top#10 of closest predicted job
titles thereby providing as many accuracy measures.

Nevertheless, as the title encoder projects sequences of words into
an embedding space, the predicted sequence may not perfectly match
the labelled title. Therefore, we provide two additional metrics for
this task. First, to relax the perfect string matching constraint of
the previous accuracy metric, we compute the BLEU score [31] for
Top#1, Top#5 and Top#10 of closest predicted job titles.

�1

�2

Geographer

geomorphology trainee

digital ecology researcher

geomatician

geographer cartographer

geographer operator

ecological researcher

geographer operator (F)

geographer team leader

botanist researcher

�1

�2

geomatician - computer geographer 

Geographer

urbanist

GIS cartographer

geomatician

cartographer

ground science teacher

geographer cartographer

geographer operator

urbanism geographer

Figure 3: Closest neighbours from JOAPS (up) and word2vec (down) with
PCA dimension reduction in job2vec spaces for the job geographer

Second, we compute a human accuracy score by choosing 100
job descriptions among the ones that got wrong predicted job titles.
Then, for each chosen description, we ask our pool of 10 HR pro-
fessionals to pick the right title among a shuffled set composed of
the correct job title and its 10 closest neighbours. Ultimately, as a
qualitative analysis, we also extract the CNN filters for JOAPS and
the attention of Seq2Seq in order to discuss the differences between
extracted features from JOAPS and Seq2Seq.

Parameters and processing time. As we are restricted by the pro-
duction constraints such as computer memory and processing time,
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we analyse the number of trainable parameters and the training and
inference times.

4 Results and Discussion
Job titles nearest neighbours results. The HR evaluation of the

projection of the 100 test job titles yields an excellent preference of
70% for JOAPS, while word2vec-based job2vec scored 12.5%.

�1

�2

commercial performance analysis trainee

forecast sales trainee

trade assistant trainee

pricing trainee
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assistant product manager
trainee international

 industrial market

front-office business
manager coordinator

market room

sales - trader assistant trainee
 fix_income sales assistant trainee

assistant trainee sales - forex sales

�1

Figure 4: Closest neighbours from JOAPS (up) and word2vec (down) with
PCA dimension reduction in the job2vec spaces for the job sales assistant
trainee trading room

This result corroborates the idea that JOAPS job2vec clusters job
titles correctly even with never-seen-before job titles.

A job title size effect also tends to emerge. Figure 3 and 4 show
dimension reduction for examples of two types of job titles: short
titles (only one word) on Figure 3 and long titles (more than four
words) on Figure 4. The chosen job titles are geographer and as-
sistant trainee trading room. For short titles, at first sight JOAPS
clusters similar jobs together. Indeed we can see that a generic job ti-
tle like geographer is at equal distance to three clusters. One cluster
denotes cartography-oriented jobs containing geographer cartogra-
pher, geomatician and geographer urbanism.

A second cluster contains research-oriented jobs such as ecologi-
cal researcher and a last one is composed of jobs for operators. The
word2vec-based job2vec surrounds the short title job with jobs con-
taining the target job title, or with short job titles already close in the
word2vec original embedding space. In contrast to JOAPS, it does
not embed the HR key features (such as skills, activities, industries,

tools or experience levels) of word combinations. For example, ge-
ographer team leader is not in the neighbourhood of geographer in
the word2vec-basedjob2vec. The meaning of team leader taking the
emphasize over the meaning geographer.

For the long title example, it first seems that both job2vec are co-
herent. The word2vec-based method constructs the job2vec by sum-
ming words vectors, so job titles with multiple common words tend
to be close to each other. JOAPS clusters long job titles with a greater
diversity. All neighbours are close by the skills, activities, industries,
tools or experience levels. Those key features are the ones the HR
professionals extract by reading the job title, which is the aim of our
work. These results illustrate that the use of a joint loss as WOCR
in JOAPS is also able to capture semantic relatedness pulled from
job descriptions. The following results use the job2vec built by the
JOAPS title encoder.

Title prediction results. Table 3 shows accuracy of the title pre-
diction task on the 60 000 never seen job descriptions within job2vec
(25 463 job titles as shown in Table 2).

Accuracy Top#1 Top#5 Top#10

JOAPS 29 55 64
Seq2Seq 41 54 58
BLEU Top#1 Top#5 Top#10

JOAPS 0.34 0.49 0.55
Seq2Seq 0.31 0.41 0.45

Table 3: Accuracies (%) and mean BLEU for the title predictors.

Labelled title Predicted title

Cartographer
draftswoman

FTTH Draftsman
FTTH Designer
Optic fibre projector

Team leader
Call center manager
Call center team manager
Call center supervisor

Helicopter mechanic
licence part 66 B1-3

Aeronautical sector mechanic
Experienced Aeronautical mechanic
Plane mechanic

Table 4: First closest neighbours in job2vec (25K job titles) for false
prediction of job titles.

The JOAPS title predictor finds the right title in the 10 closest
neighbours with an accuracy of 29% and Seq2Seq with an accuracy
of 41%. However, JOAPS takes over on Top#5 (55% vs 54% resp)
and Top#10 (64% vs 58% resp). Notice that the same jobs written
in different ways score 0 in accuracy whereas they can have similar
words in common (ex: trade assistant trainee and trainee assistant
sales). Furthermore, as shown in Table 4 the JOAPS title predictor
manages to find more specific titles regarding the description. It also
predicts more comprehensive job titles.

That is why we also computed the average maximum BLEU score
(Table 3) for both job title predictors (for example trade assistant
trainee and trainee assistant sales have 0.75 BLEU-score).

The JOAPS title predictor achieves the best BLEU score on Top#1,
Top#5 and Top#10. Given the 25,463 samples tested, the t-test yields
a very significant p-value greater than 0.99 for both evaluations. This
assert that averages are different and the differences are significant.
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The explanation stands in the training. With its ranking loss, JOAPS
is optimized to embed the description such as the output vector is
in the neighbourhood of the true title, while Seq2Seq is trained to
generate the exact title.

HR professionnals indicate that in 62% cases, the ten first JOAPS
predictions suit the description better than the true title, while
Seq2Seq performs poorly with 25%.

About models attention on job offers. To deeply understand the
description encoder mechanics for both models and their aptitude
to act as a job title predictor, we extract CNN max-pooling filters
from JOAPS and attention vector from Seq2Seq baseline model, and
evaluate which key features are used to predict the job title (Table 5).

Table 5-A and B show two very similar job descriptions which
contain target job titles refrigerator electromechanic and geogra-
pher. This kind of job descriptions is one of the main problems in
our domain. Indeed, lots of job descriptions from the same company
look identical and are difficult to differentiate. Both of them are able
to give the right job title, despite their resemblance. Notice that the
job title is quoted in the description. The Seq2Seq model attention
mainly focuses on those words to predict the correct title while CNN
filters also highlight HR key features.

Table 5-C shows a job description which does not contain its job
title Human Resources Apprentice. In this case JOAPS predicts HR
Mission Leader Apprentice from part-time working, HR and admin-
istration. The Seq2Seq model predits ”HR Manager” from the words
”HR Manager” but from the wrong context. Seq2Seq focuses only
on job titles and does not highlight useful skills to find the job title.
This also emphasizes that JOAPS predicts embedded sequences of
words in relation with extracted HR key features.

While these experiments demonstrate how JOAPS outperforms a
standard Seq2Seq baseline on the two main tasks performed by HR
professionals, it is also important to note that it also allows to de-
crease the training and inference times with respect to that baseline
(Table 6).

Trainable parameters

JOAPS 505,000
Seq2Seq 1,200,000
Prediction time for 25k descriptions

JOAPS 7m41s
Seq2Seq 31m52s
Prediction time for 1 description

JOAPS 0.02s
Seq2Seq 0.08s
Time to compute 500k examples

JOAPS 7h24m
Seq2Seq 9h22m

Table 6: Number of trainable parameters, prediction times, and train-
ing times for both models.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we tackled two challenges: create a consistent job em-
bedding space, job2vec, in order to compare job titles and retrieve
a suitable job title from a job description. To do so, we introduce a
solution based on a novel architecture, the first Job Oriented Asym-
metrical Pairing System, JOAPS, which jointly constructs a job2vec
and trains a job title predictor from a description. This architecture

is based on asymmetrical sub-neural networks, a title encoder and
a description encoder that are connected at their outputs and opti-
mized through an Weighted On-the-fly Chunck Ranking (WOCR)
loss. We have evaluated and compared our new architecture on two
tasks. JOAPS job2vec is compared to a job2vec build from a HR ori-
ented word2vec and JOAPS title predictor is compared to a Seq2Seq
baseline. Thanks to the joint optimization, JOAPS is able to create
a job2vec that proved to be consistent with the objective of compar-
ing two jobs titles based on HR key features extracted from job de-
scriptions, such as skills, industries or experience level. In addition,
HR professionals found job2vec from JOAPS more relevant than the
word2vec-based model in 70% cases. For the second challenge, the
JOAPS title predictor predicts a job title for a never-seen-before de-
scription with an accuracy of 29% for Top#1 up to 64% for Top#10.
As sometimes a predicted job title can be correct even if it does not
exactly match the same sequence, we also analyze the dataset of un-
seen job descriptions with an average maximum BLEU score. JOAPS
title predictor achieves a BLEU score of 0.34 for Top#1 up to 0.55
for Top#10. To finalize the title predictor analysis, we performed hu-
man scoring with the help of HR professionals and highlight that the
title predictor is accurate at 50% for Top#5 on 100 false predicted
descriptions. Additionally, we discuss the fact that the JOAPS title
predictor is able to find a job title more suitable than the given one.

We can also imagine other uses for the Asymmetrical Pairing Sys-
tem to construct any title2vec from any input couples (title, descrip-
tion). While we use job titles and job descriptions as training input
to construct a job2vec with the help of HR key features, one could
apply Asymmetrical Pairing System on disease names and diagnoses
(resp. dish names and recipes) as training input to construct a ill2vec
(resp. dish2vec) with the help of key features such as symptoms or
medicines (reps. cooking methods or ingredients). In our application
domain, such a tool can support HR professionals to find bridges be-
tween jobs and help them suggest relevant job opportunities to the
appropriate employees. According to Dell, 85% of the jobs that will
exist in 2030 have not been invented yet [7]. In this near future, a tool
like JOAPS will also play an important role helping HR professionals
to keep pace with the transformations ahead.
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Model Description

JOAPS

A) The Army is made up of 110,000 servicemen and women, serving in regiments, staff and administrative bodies, in mainland France and overseas.
Operational commitment is the sole purpose of the Army. The Army recruits over 10,000 soldiers each year, to serve as a soldier through more than
100 jobs in nearly 300 jobs. Every soldier is a fighter, and at the same time a specialist. Qualified or not, you will have to learn the trade of soldier. We
are not born as soldiers, we become soldiers. The extraordinary professional career that the Army proposes, revolves around the triptych: recruitment
- training - retraining. To engage as: Engaging as Refrigerator Electromechanic M / F is to participate in the smooth running of the soldier’s daily by
ensuring that the equipment for restoration and cooling works perfectly. Your missions: After initial general training and specialist training, you will
be in charge of the installation, maintenance and repair of the cooking equipment, conservation and air conditioning of the Army in the field during
exercises or in external operations. Soldier first and foremost, you will develop your technical and tactical know-how and your physical condition
in order to perfect yourself and to fulfil the common missions of the Army that can go up to engagement in the fight. Required profile : You are
skilled and autonomous? Do you show initiative and have a taste for a job well done? These are qualities that the Army expects from you to be
Electromechanical Refrigerator M / F: M / F between 17.5 and 29 years old at most, French nationality, in good standing with French civil rights;
Graduate (s) type CAP / BEP or Bac. Initial general training during three months to acquire the bases of the occupation of soldiers. Initial specialist
training in regiment. Evolution throughout the course: graduation, acquisition of new qualifications, possibility of reorientation, acquisition of life
skills in addition to know-how. Adaptation training or help of the Army to retraining possible as from 4 years.

B) The Army is made up of 110,000 service men and women, serving in regiments, staffs and administrative bodies, in mainland France and
overseas. Operational commitment is the sole purpose of the Army. The Army recruits more than 10,000 soldiers each year to work as a soldier
through more than 100 jobs in nearly 300 jobs. Every soldier is a fighter, at the same time a specialist. Qualified or not, you will have to learn
the trade of soldier. We are not born a soldier, we become one. The extraordinary professional career that the Army proposes, revolves around the
triptych: recruitment - training - retraining. To engage as: To become a Geographer M / F is to carry out topographic surveys in the field and to
work on maps that will enable military operations to be carried out. Your missions: The topographer must carry out the measurements and plans in
the field, at all times and sometimes in time limits, which will allow the constitution of a cartographic document. The cartographer who executes
paper drawings or computer-assisted drawings from topographer surveys. In both cases, you mainly work on a computer and often go outside. Soldier
first and foremost, you will develop your technical and tactical know-how and your physical condition in order to perfect yourself and to fulfil the
common missions of the Army that can go up to the engagement in the fight. Required profile : Do you have a taste for new technologies? You are
dynamic, methodical and rigorous? These are qualities that the Army expects from you to be a Geographer: M / F between 17.5 and 29 years old
at most, French nationality, in good standing with French civil rights. Graduate (s) type CAP / BEP or Bac appreciated (but not mandatory). Type of
contract / status / remuneration: Training / evolution / reconversion: Initial general training of three months to acquire the bases of the occupation of
soldier. The geographer is assigned to the 28th geographic group, but may have to join regiments in France or overseas during exercises or external
operations.

C) Graduated with a bac+2 you wish to continue your training in human resources with a diploma certified by the state with a periodic training. As a
member of a subsidiary of a large group, your mission will be to participate in the implementation of a plan training, needs gathering, setting up opca
relationship files, creating a GPEC, writing a business guide, skills referential, mobility assessment, recruitment, sourcing, administration, job board.
Pre-qualification by telephone interview with a HR manager, good written and oral expression required, teamwork skills, discretion, adaptability,
rigour and organisation.

Seq2Seq

A) The Army is made up of 110,000 servicemen and women, serving in regiments, staff and administrative bodies, in mainland France and overseas.
Operational commitment is the sole purpose of the Army. The Army recruits over 10,000 soldiers each year, to serve as a soldier through more than
100 jobs in nearly 300 jobs. Every soldier is a fighter, and at the same time a specialist. Qualified or not, you will have to learn the trade of soldier. We
are not born as soldiers, we become soldiers. The extraordinary professional career that the Army proposes, revolves around the triptych: recruitment
- training - retraining. To engage as: Engaging as Refrigerator Electromechanic M / F is to participate in the smooth running of the soldier’s daily by
ensuring that the equipment for restoration and cooling works perfectly. Your missions: After initial general training and specialist training, you will
be in charge of the installation, maintenance and repair of the cooking equipment, conservation and air conditioning of the Army in the field during
exercises or in external operations. Soldier first and foremost, you will develop your technical and tactical know-how and your physical condition
in order to perfect yourself and to fulfil the common missions of the Army that can go up to engagement in the fight. Required profile : You are
skilled and autonomous? Do you show initiative and have a taste for a job well done? These are qualities that the Army expects from you to be
Electromechanical Refrigerator M / F: M / F between 17.5 and 29 years old at most, French nationality, in good standing with French civil rights;
Graduate (s) type CAP / BEP or Bac. Initial general training during three months to acquire the bases of the occupation of soldiers. Initial specialist
training in regiment. Evolution throughout the course: graduation, acquisition of new qualifications, possibility of reorientation, acquisition of life
skills in addition to know-how. Adaptation training or help of the Army to retraining possible as from 4 years.

B) The Army is made up of 110,000 service men and women, serving in regiments, staffs and administrative bodies, in mainland France and
overseas. Operational commitment is the sole purpose of the Army. The Army recruits more than 10,000 soldiers each year to work as a soldier
through more than 100 jobs in nearly 300 jobs. Every soldier is a fighter, at the same time a specialist. Qualified or not, you will have to learn
the trade of soldier. We are not born a soldier, we become one. The extraordinary professional career that the Army proposes, revolves around the
triptych: recruitment - training - retraining. To engage as: To become a Geographer M / F is to carry out topographic surveys in the field and to work
on maps that will enable military operations to be carried out. Your missions: The topographer must carry out the measurements and plans in the
field, at all times and sometimes in time limits, which will allow the constitution of a cartographic document. The cartographer who executes paper
drawings or computer-assisted drawings from topographer surveys. In both cases, you mainly work on a computer and often go outside. Soldier
first and foremost, you will develop your technical and tactical know-how and your physical condition in order to perfect yourself and to fulfil the
common missions of the Army that can go up to the engagement in the fight. Required profile : Do you have a taste for new technologies? You are
dynamic, methodical and rigorous? These are qualities that the Army expects from you to be a Geographer: M / F between 17.5 and 29 years old at
most, French nationality, in good standing with French civil rights. Graduate (s) type CAP / BEP or Bac appreciated (but not mandatory). Type of
contract / status / remuneration: Training / evolution / reconversion: Initial general training of three months to acquire the bases of the occupation of
soldier. The geographer is assigned to the 28th geographic group, but may have to join regiments in France or overseas during exercises or external
operations.

C) Graduated with a bac+2 you wish to continue your training in human resources with a diploma certified by the state with a periodic training. As a
member of a subsidiary of a large group, your mission will be to participate in the implementation of a plan training, needs gathering, setting up opca
relationship files, creating a GPEC, writing a business guide, skills referential, mobility assessment, recruitment, sourcing, administration, job board.
Pre-qualification by telephone interview with a HR manager, good written and oral expression required, teamwork skills, discretion, adaptability,
rigour and organisation.

Table 5: Relevant words as detected by the CNN filters and Attention while predicting job title A) Refrigerator Electromechanic, B) geog-
rapher, C) Human Ressources Manager. Words detected as relevant are highlighted; The darker the highlight, the more important the word
is.
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